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ABSTRACT 
In multiplayer gaming, skill disparity can lead to frustrating and ex-
cluding experiences. Balancing approaches exist to level the playing 
feld (e.g., providing aim assistance to low-performing players), but 
it is unclear how diferent design choices afect individual player ex-
perience. We frst introduce a design space for balancing mechanics 
encompassing six categories: Determination, Timing, Targeting, Ef-
fect, Feedback, and Information. We then present a mixed-methods 
study, focused on the efect of two subcategories: Targeting Direc-
tion and Efect Dependency on skill. In this study, eight pairs of 
participants played a game prototype and experienced seven balanc-
ing mechanics. We collected data from questionnaires and group 
interviews, revealing implications for future designs, including the 
importance of 1) merited victory that does not ignore individual 
achievements, 2) sense of agency when determining the balancing 
before and during gameplay, and 3) balancing as an intrinsic part 
of the game that does not disrupt the core gameplay. 

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Human-centered computing → HCI theory, concepts and mod-
els; Empirical studies in HCI; • Applied computing → Com-

puter games. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Ensuring an adequate level of challenge in multiplayer experiences 
is a research problem not fully addressed. Given the range of skill 
levels and abilities that can difer between players, the challenges 
posed by a game (or by co-players) may not conform to everyone’s 
level of performance. In competitive games, players with higher 
skill level may dominate the game, leaving other players feeling 
frustrated and discouraged [15, 18]. In collaborative games, stronger 
players may complete the challenges alone, leaving others feeling 
left out or unchallenged [18, 63]. 

Player balancing and difculty adjustment were previously pro-
posed to level the playing feld, catering to variable skill level and 
ability [1–5, 14, 20, 28, 29, 35, 36, 52]. These often provide advan-
tages or hindrances based on player performance (e.g., in shooter 
games, assisting players with low performance by providing aim as-
sistance) [5, 20, 61]. Research suggests that balancing can be applied 
in gameplay without harming the experience [5, 14, 20]. 

Yet, player perceptions (e.g., fairness) may vary depending on 
the particularities of the balancing, as well as the context in which 
it occurs. Past research gives important but limited insight on how 
player experience and performance are afected by diferent ap-
proaches of balancing (e.g., adjusting difculty versus directly ma-

nipulating the score) [1, 28, 35, 36, 52]. We argue that, to craft 
more engaging and inclusive experiences that welcome players 
with disparate skills, we need a comprehensive understanding and 
exploration of this design space. 

In this work, we make a two-fold contribution. First, we propose 
a design space for player balancing mechanics, capturing aspects 
that can be manipulated to create diferent approaches. The pro-
posed design space can serve as a tool to ideate, fne-tune, and 
report future designs of player balancing, as well as to deconstruct 
and analyze existing ones. It can be particularly important to better 
understand how specifc implementations shape player experience 
and other perceptions (e.g., fairness). The design space comprises 
aspects that characterize balancing mechanics in terms of their 
1) Determination (i.e. who and what determines its Existence, 
Activation, and Configuration), 2) Timing (i.e. when and for 
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how long it happens), 3) Targeting (i.e. which players it afects), 
4) Effect (i.e. how intense it is and how much it depends on vari-
able factors), 5) Feedback (i.e. how visible it is), and 6) type of 
Information used for system decision. 

Second, we report on a mixed-methods study, focused on the 
efect of two subcategories of our design space: Targeting Direc-
tion (i.e. whether the balancing assists low-performing players or 
hinders high-performing ones) and Effect Dependency on skill 
(i.e. how much the efect depends on players’ skill). This study is 
incorporated in the paper as an exercise of the proposed design 
space, while contributing to the current understanding of how play-
ers perceive balancing mechanics (and specifc implementations 
of them). To achieve this, we developed a competitive game pro-
totype with seven in-game balancing mechanics that manipulate 
our selected subcategories. We then conducted a mixed-methods 
study with eight pairs of participants—in each session, pairs en-
gaged with the mechanics followed by a questionnaire and a group 
semi-structured interview. We were focused on understanding per-
ceptions of enjoyment, efectiveness, and fairness toward diferent 
balancing approaches. 

The results of a thematic analysis (over interview transcripts 
and observation notes), supported by questionnaire results, reveal 
implications to inform future designs: in short, 1) Dependency on 
skill is favored for preserving a sense of achievement, yet skill-
independent mechanics can still be enjoyed, when potentiating a 
comeback without guaranteeing victory; 2) reducing player agency 
by directly manipulating control and taking Determination away 
from the player can be detrimental to player experience; and 3) the 
way the balancing efect is fne-tuned (e.g., Intensity) and contex-
tualized within the gameplay is essential, as an obtrusive efect can 
break engagement. We contribute a nuanced view of balancing in 
multiplayer gaming, extending past work that conceptualizes its 
design space and operationalizes specifc dimensions to identify 
their associated trade-ofs. 

2 RELATED WORK 
We start by discussing skill level in the context of gaming expe-
riences, how it can afect player experience, and how the issue 
has been tackled in single-player experiences. We then detail how 
player balancing has been pictured in multiplayer experiences, fo-
cusing on previous works that inspect player perspectives toward 
balancing. Finally, we mention works that, similarly to ours, formal-

ize dimensions of game design, including previous design spaces. 

2.1 Skill and challenge in gaming 
Digital games ofer challenges that require a variety of skills to be 
surpassed. While diferent views exist, it is generally accepted that 
gaming often requires a combination of cognitive (e.g., problem-

solving), physical (e.g., rapid reactions), emotional (e.g., dealing with 
tension), and social (e.g., coordinating with others) skills [8, 10, 19, 
22, 60]. The difculty level of a game depends on how demanding 
it is in these various aspects. As with any activity, players may 
become comfortable with higher levels of difculty as they practice 
their skills [38], while some skills are innate, residing in given traits 
and abilities [28]. 

Being challenged is one of the main reasons for playing games 
[19, 41, 60], and some fnd enjoyment in facing extreme difculty 
[50]. Still, established theory [16, 18, 54, 55] indicates that, generally, 
an optimal experience lies in the balance between difculty level 
and players’ skill. In a state of fow [18], players feel challenged but 
capable, experiencing a continuous sense of progress, which keeps 
them motivated to continue playing [16]. When a game is too easy, 
players may experience boredom, while too difcult they may get 
frustrated or anxious—both can lead to disengagement [16, 18, 39]. 
Similarly, the sense of competence while and after playing a game 
is shown to be an essential need for player engagement [55]. 

Many single-player games provide ways to adjust the challenge 
presented based on the player’s performance or preferences [56]. 
This is typically achieved by ofering multiple difculty levels (e.g., 
easy/normal/hard mode) [9, 28]. In these cases, players can choose 
the difculty that suits their level of skill. Some employ dynamic 
difculty adjustment, which continuously evaluates players’ per-
formance during gameplay and adjusts the challenge accordingly 
[9, 28, 56, 64]—artifcial intelligence techniques can also be lever-
aged [40, 51, 53]. Difculty adjustment in single-player gaming 
has been explored by research in diferent contexts, including aim 
assistance in frst-person shooters [61], level generation in platform 
games [49], and adjustment based on physiological signals [43]. 

2.2 Balancing in multiplayer experiences 
Difculty adjustment is a more complex challenge in multiplayer 
contexts as the difculty comes not only from what is designed into 
the gameplay but often from co-players’ performance. Mismatched 
skills and expertise in these contexts have a signifcant impact. Play-
ers may end up frustrated for not being able to keep up with other 
players or, in turn, feeling unchallenged when outperforming [15]. 
While this mismatch and its consequences are mainly investigated 
in competitive scenarios [5, 14, 20, 28, 35, 36, 52], they are also 
relevant in collaborative ones—where, for instance, collaboration 
can degrade into one player making all the decisions [63]. 

Past approaches aim at tackling this issue, exploring mechanisms 
referred to as balancing [14, 28, 35, 36, 52], multiplayer dynamic dif-
fculty adjustment [1–4], skill assistance [20], and performance/skill 
accommodation [5, 29, 37]1. Past work [6] shows there is no com-

prehensive defnition of “balancing” in game design. Generally, the 
term is used to encapsulate the fne-tuning of rules and difculty to 
keep a game winnable and replayable, while fair and challenging 
for all players [6]. In this work, we specifcally focus on player bal-
ancing, which we defne as any decision or change applied to the 
gameplay that (potentially) are benefcial to low-performing play-
ers’ performance and/or detrimental to high-performing players’ 
performance, (potentially) bringing them closer in performance (i.e. 
where performance is the degree of success in achieving a deter-
mined in-game goal). Terms like catch-up and comeback mechanics 
are also used (common in tabletop game design [24]). 

Many games use matchmaking systems to group players of equiv-
alent skill levels. However, these require a measure of player skill, 
which can be difcult to accurately determine (especially for play-
ers new to the game) [5] and may not refect the current state and 

1
While all terms mentioned would apply, we opt to use “player balancing", as the 
adjustment might not be necessarily dynamic, assistive, or accommodating. 
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performance level of a player (e.g., a player might have “of days") 
[4]). Also, while matchmaking can be a strategy to prevent unbal-
anced matches among strangers playing online, it does not so for 
friends and family who want to play together [4]. 

Some titles are designed with mechanisms that balance player 
skill within the gameplay. One of the most popular in-game bal-
ancing mechanisms is “rubber banding" in racing games [4, 28, 62], 
where players who are behind are faster or receive better power-
ups, giving them a chance to catch up. Such design options prevent 
any one player from completely dominating the game or falling too 
far behind. As recognized by previous works [5, 14, 20, 35], asym-

metric game design can also be a balancing strategy—for instance, 
some games allow a second player to join with a simpler role (e.g., 
playing as Mario’s hat in Super Mario Odyssey [48]). Other types of 
balancing have been researched, such as aim assistance in shooting 
games [5, 20], speed and steering adjustment in racing games [14], 
and manipulation of both physical and digital elements in hybrid 
and exertional games [28, 36, 52]. 

A question that gets center stage when implementing balancing 
mechanics is how players feel about it (e.g., if it is fair [56]). Pre-
vious studies compare diferent balancing techniques in terms of 
efectiveness and in the perceptions and reactions they elicit from 
players [5, 14, 28, 35]. Many [3, 20, 28, 35, 36] have focused on visi-
bility of the balancing, studying how the experience difers when 
players are made aware of the adjustment and when they are not. 
Some of these works suggest that explicit feedback may not have a 
negative impact and can actually contribute to a sense of fairness 
as players are made aware and can adapt to balancing [5, 20, 35, 36]. 
However, for low-performing players knowing about the balancing 
can reduce self-esteem [28], achievement [52], and motivation [36]. 
Past work also suggests that balancing that still depends on player 
input is preferred to direct performance manipulation [52]. 

To understand comprehensively the impact of design choices 
when it comes to balancing, it is important to develop a shared 
understanding of its design space [4]. Two works have proposed 
frameworks to formalize balancing in digital games [2, 29]. The 
frst one, developed by Baldwin et al. [2], is based on the analysis 
of commercial titles and identifes seven high-level design compo-

nents: Determination, Automation, Recipient, Skill Dependency, 
User Action, Duration, and Visibility. The second [29] specifcally 
focus on action-level assistance and systematizes how the balancing 
modifes the mapping of player input to output. Supported by the 
frst framework, Baldwin et al. [1] have subsequently explored how 
specifc dimensions can infuence player perspectives, through a 
survey and interviews. Centered on the hypothetical manipulation 
of each component (with examples), participants highlighted the 
importance of player control, personal beneft, and awareness. Fur-
ther work is needed to understand the efect of these and other 
design dimensions in the experience. 

2.3 Structuring digital games 
Formalizing aspects of game design may be essential to project 
and fne-tune the experiences provided by specifc designs [34]. 
Past work provides frameworks, models, and theories that help 
researchers and practitioners in processes of ideation, design itera-
tion, analysis of empirical evidence, and simply as an efcient lens 

to present new designs [23, 34, 56, 57]. Past eforts [23, 56, 57] pro-
pose defnitions and structural elements of games, distinguishing 
between formal (e.g., rules), experiential and dramatic (e.g., story), 
and cultural aspects. Specifc concepts of game design have also 
been formalized before, such as asymmetry [33] and, as aforemen-

tioned, player balancing [2, 29]. 
A design space is a type of framework focused on capturing the 

range of possible approaches when designing a specifc type of arti-
fact [44]. It outlines the key parameters and variables that designers 
can manipulate or consider when creating a design. By testing dif-
ferent combinations of design elements, one can determine which 
ones are most efective in achieving the desired outcomes and 
identify trade-ofs [13, 30, 46]. Related to game research, design 
spaces have been proposed to conceptualize dynamic components 
and interactions [7] and auditory representation forms in virtual 
environments [30]. 

Summary 
Past research has explored diferent approaches to balancing, by 
manipulating certain design aspects, such as visibility [3, 20, 28, 
35, 36], timing [14] and dynamism of the efect [5]. Other works 
have identifed key aspects when designing balancing mechanisms 
[2, 29]. However, it is not fully understood what aspects can be 
manipulated to achieve diferent implementations and how players 
may react to these. To achieve efective solutions to mitigate the 
impact of disparate skills, we need research toward a complete and 
nuanced understanding of its design space and associated trade-ofs. 

3 THE DESIGN SPACE OF PLAYER 
BALANCING MECHANICS 

Past research shows that player experience and perceptions toward 
balancing greatly vary according to how it is implemented. As a 
driving motivation, we aimed to add to this knowledge. Yet, we 
realized that past work formalizing the design space [2] did not 
capture dimensions that were found to be relevant in past work, 
some of which we intended to explore. As such, we frst advance 
the understanding of potential design possibilities, by proposing 
a design space capturing high-level variables that shape player 
balancing mechanics. We frst describe the procedure we followed 
to derive this contribution, then detail the design space and its 
(sub)categories, and fnally provide examples of its application. 

3.1 Procedure 
To build the design space, we relied on scrutinizing related research, 
balancing mechanics in commercial games, and on our own experi-
ences as gamers. Four authors (DG, DB, PP, and AR were involved 
in this process, remotely meeting weekly or bi-weekly during two 
months (from January to March 2022), with the time in between 
used to refect, fnd new examples or counterpoints, and question 
our beliefs. We leveraged the framework by Baldwin et al. [2] as 
a starting point2. We identifed relevant concepts to the design 
space by reviewing related research (e.g., timing aspects previously 
explored Cechanowicz et al. [14] that were not formalized) and by 

2
We did not build on the framework proposed by Goll Rossau et al. [29], given the 
work focuses on a subset of player balancing mechanics (i.e. assistance through input 
manipulation) and captures specifc aspects limited to that space. 
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of the design space of player balancing mechanics. 

discussing balancing examples we knew of and/or searched and 
familiarized with before the meetings (e.g., the diferences between 
the hindering efects of a green and blue shell in Mario Kart). This 
allowed us to identify gaps in the existing framework [2], which 
triggered discussions on how to integrate the identifed concepts. 

In our meetings, we gradually developed the structure of the 
design space, by creating a sheets document that contained the 
name of the categories, subcategories, their defnition, and possi-
ble values for these, along with examples. The fnal structure was 
agreed upon after multiple iterations, with each version improving 
in the clarity of defnition and distinction between concepts, as well 
as the relationship/hierarchy between them. We continued to re-
view related material, applying our categories to existing balancing 
mechanics, re-organizing and refning when needed. 

All the authors involved in the process regularly play digital 
and tabletop games (daily or weekly). They have played digital 
games since childhood and are familiar with a variety of games, 
including competitive and collaborative, single and multiplayer. All 
authors have designed/developed games, mostly in the context of 
their research, with some public releases in store fronts. DG, DB, 
and PP have between one to four years of experience in research, 
while AR has over ten years. 

Below we present the consolidated version of the design space 
after the insights from the study presented in section 4. We detail 
all that was added and changed from the pre-study design space 
for each category. 

3.2 Description of categories and values 
The design space comprises six main categories: 1) Determina-
tion, 2) Timing, 3) Targeting, 4) Effect, 5) Feedback, and 6) 
type of Information used for system decision. Next, we present 
the defnition of each category, subcategory and value to be applied, 
along with representative examples. The design space is available 
online

3
, with further details and examples. A graphical summary 

of the design space is displayed in Figure 1. 

3.2.1 Determination. Refers to who/what makes the decisions 
that dictate if and how the mechanic functions. 

This category encompasses decision-making in terms of Exis-
tence (i.e. whether the mechanic is enabled or available to use), 

3
Detailed description of the design space. http://tinyurl.com/bdd7c4r7 

Activation (i.e. when the mechanic takes efect), and Configura-
tion (i.e. the parameters that shape the efect of the mechanic e.g., 
duration). Each of these aspects can be determined by the system, 
by the players, and/or by other partakers (namely, the audience). It 
is possible that a mechanic is determined by a mix of agents and, 
as such, multiple values can apply to one single mechanic. 

Example: In Ultimate Chicken Horse [25], the score balancer al-
lows the adjustment of points gained by each player (e.g., extra 
10% of points when scoring a successful run). Existence and Con-
figuration is determined by the players who adjust the balancing 
intensity (percentage value). Activation is determined by the sys-
tem, as players do not decide when it takes efect. 

Process: The Automation component from Baldwin et al. [2] 
framework captured whether the application of the balancing was 
decided by the system (automated) or by the players (manual). This 
component was extended in order to capture decision-making at 
diferent levels (e.g., Configuration), and agents external to the 
gameplay (audience). The User Action component (which dictates 
whether the player determines when the mechanic activates) [2] 
was integrated in this category as Determination of Activation. 
The subcategories were infuenced by past work [36] that discusses 
determination at diferent levels (in enabling and in confguring the 
mechanic). Determination by the audience is infuenced by research 
exploring audience participation in gaming [42, 45, 58]. 

3.2.2 Timing. Refers to the circumstances that trigger the efect of 
the mechanic, its duration, and termination. It encompasses Timing 
of Activation and Duration. 

Activation can happen pre-gameplay (or at the start), during 
gameplay, or post gameplay. Additionally, if it takes efect during 
gameplay, it may trigger at a specifc time (e.g., 20 seconds after 
the match begins), at a specifc state (e.g., checkpoint), based on 
players’ performance (e.g., when one player has ten more points 
than the other), or based on human action (e.g., when the losing 
player presses a specifc key). A mechanic can have multiple activa-
tions during gameplay. Additionally, the Activation of a balancing 
mechanic can happen at multiple stages (see example below). Note 
that Activation may be determined by players and still be inde-
pendent of human action (e.g., before gameplay, players determine 
that Activation should happen at a specifc time). 

The Duration of the mechanic can be instantaneous (i.e. com-

pleted within a single moment), time-based (i.e. taking efect for 
a determined period of time), based on a condition (e.g., until the 

http://tinyurl.com/bdd7c4r7
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losing player reaches ten points), or permanent (e.g., until the com-

petition is resolved). 
Example: In Mario Kart [47], players lagging behind can receive a 

recovery item named “Bullet Bill". This item signifcantly increases 
the speed and automatically steers the car. In terms of Timing, 
Activation happens during gameplay at two stages: the moment 
the players receive the item (specifc state) and the moment they 
use it by pressing a specifc input (human action). The Duration 
of its efect is time-based, lasting a few seconds. 

Process: In Baldwin et al. [2] framework, the Determination com-

ponent indicates whether the mechanic is activated pre-gameplay 
or during gameplay. This was extended to specifcally capture what 
triggers the activation during gameplay (e.g., a specifc state) and 
post gameplay activation. The Duration component [2], which 
captures instantaneous and time-based duration, was extended to 
capture additional timings (condition and permanent). The added 
timings were infuenced by past work [14] that focus on manipu-

lating when and for how long the mechanic is activated. 

3.2.3 Targeting. Refers to the subject(s) whose gameplay is af-
fected by the balancing mechanic. It captures the Grouping and 
Direction of the balancing. 

The Grouping can be individual, if it targets one single player 
or collective, if it targets a group of players (e.g., members of the 
same team in a team-based game). 

Direction captures which side (low- or high-performing) is 
targeted (i.e. if their gameplay is somehow afected). The balancing 
mechanic can assist low-performing players and/or hinder high-
performing players. In games where players interact directly (in 
particular, competitive games), it can happen that the mechanic si-
multaneously afects low-performing and high-performing players 
(see example below). When the mechanic simultaneously assists 
one single player and hinders another single player, Grouping 
should be considered collective. 

Example: In Paladins [26], the team currently losing the match 
captures the objective at a faster rate than the team winning. The 
Targeting Grouping is collective, as it afects multiple players. In 
terms of Direction, it certainly assists low-performing players, but 
it simultaneously hinders high-performing players as it becomes 
harder for the winning team to defend and capture objectives. 

Process: The Recipient component from Baldwin et al. [2] frame-

work indicates if the mechanic afects an individual player or a team 
(this value was renamed to collective, to cover situations where 
multiple players are afected beyond team-based games e.g., collabo-
rative games). We added a new subcategory to capture the Direction 
of the balancing, as the distinction between hindering and assisting 
mechanics was identifed and discussed before [5, 14, 52]. 

3.2.4 Effect. Refers to the changes4 
made to the gameplay and 

the objective impact they have on players’ performance. It captures 
Intensity, Dynamism, and Dependency on skill. 

Intensity indicates the objective impact that the changes made 
have on players’ performance. Intensity is a spectrum that goes 

4
The type of changes applied by a balancing mechanic can vary immensely, depending 
on the game environment and aspects that can be manipulated within it. As such, 
we do not propose a typology of specifc efects (e.g., speed boost, aim assistance) 
but rather identify the higher-level categories that characterize them. Recent work 
proposes a typology of balancing efects, focused on input manipulation [29]. 

from an intended (but may not always result in5) reducing of dis-
parity to an intended reversing of disparity. 

Dynamism indicates if the Efect changes based on variable ele-
ments of gameplay, which usually consist of the real-time disparity 
between players (e.g., the more a player lags behind in performance, 
the more they is assisted). The balancing can be dynamic or static. 

Dependency on skill indicates how much the Efect is depen-
dent on the skill of the player being targeted by the balancing me-

chanic. This is a spectrum, ranging from independent to dependent. 
To be independent, the balancing must have a fxed direct increase 
in the performance of the player(s), without being dependent on 
how they play (e.g., increasing their score). 

Example: In League of Legends [27], players who kill other cham-

pions get an increasing bounty (dynamic balancing with each kill 
increasing it), while players that die see their bounty decrease 
(i.e. making them a less appealing target). This mechanic is de-
signed to give an opportunity to the losing team to focus on the 
high-performing opponents to collect the bounty and discourage 
focusing on low-performing players to reduce the disparity. This 
extra gold can help these players catch up, but its Intensity still 
largely depends on if they can kill the player and on how they 
spend the bounty reward (high Dependency on skill). 

Process: The Skill Dependency component from Baldwin et al. [2] 
framework was directly translated to this design space. Intensity 
and dynamism were considered before but only added to the design 
space after the user study reported in section 4, due to many dis-
cussions being centered around them. Past works have mentioned 
balancing “aggressiveness" [35] and “intensity" [28], which helped 
us defne Effect Intensity. Similarly, the Effect Dynamism was 
infuenced by past work that compares between “static" and “dy-
namic" techniques [5, 14]. These subcategories were not formalized 
in Baldwin et al. [2] framework. 

3.2.5 Feedback. Refers to the way the mechanic is conveyed in 
the gameplay (visuals, audio, and other modalities). 

Visibility indicates how much feedback is given to the players, 
and consists of a spectrum ranging from visible to invisible. Ar-
guably, no mechanic is totally invisible, since the very efect of the 
mechanic, however subtle it may be, somehow alters the gameplay. 
A mechanic may be more visible to some players than others (more 
experienced players will better understand changes in gameplay). 
By design, Feedback can be diferent for diferent partakers. As 
such, this category also captures Visibility specifc to a Subject, 
including targeted players (i.e. players whose gameplay is afected), 
non-targeted players, and other partakers (namely, the audience). 

Example: There is some debate around player balancing in sports 
games such as FIFA [21] (e.g., higher-performing players failing 
a bigger percentage of shots) [17]. If balancing exists, it is almost 
totally invisible as it remains unclear among the community if it 
is actually implemented. While in this case the game provides the 
same Feedback to everyone, we could imagine a feature that would 
give additional visual cues to a livestream audience, making the 
balancing visible to a specifc Subject. 

Process: The Visibility component from Baldwin et al. [2] frame-

work indicates whether and to which player(s) feedback is given 

5
Intensity may not be fxed or constant for one single mechanic as its Efect may be 
dynamic or dependent on skill. 
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regarding the presence of balancing. This component was extended 
to capture visibility to audience and the range of visibility based on 
the feedback given by design. We did not include the Awareness 
component of Baldwin et al. [1] framework’s updated version, as 
this does not consist of a dimension controlled by design but rather 
a product of the experience. Visibility, noticeability, and awareness 
were aspects explored before in this context [3, 20, 28, 35, 36]. 

3.2.6 Information. Refers to the type of data that is used to 
dictate if and how the mechanic should be applied, when there 
is some Determination from the system (e.g., how the system 
evaluates which player should be benefted). This data may come 
from in-game activity, but also activity external to the game (e.g., 
number of trophies unlocked in console account). The category 
captures the Extent and Period of the information. 

The Extent can be individual, when pertaining to one single 
player, collective, when pertaining to a group of players, or even 
global, when pertaining to the entire player base. 

The Period can be current, if pertaining to data gathered from 
the current gaming session, or historic, if pertaining to data gathered 
from past sessions. 

Example: In Super Smash Bros. Brawl [59], players who are lag-
ging behind on points can gain a powerful ability (“Pity Final 
Smash") after being knocked out. The Information used to con-
fgure the mechanic is of collective Extent (as it compares multiple 
players’ performance captured by the number of points) and per-
tains to current Period (collected during that specifc match). 

Process: The Determination component from Baldwin et al. [2] 
framework mentioned the temporality of the data used to determine 
if the balancing existed (current or past performance). We made this 
a distinct subcategory and extended it to also capture the Extent 
of information. 

3.3 Application 
The proposed model encapsulates the design space for balancing 
mechanics within multiplayer games

6
. Like past design spaces and 

other types of frameworks [2, 7, 13, 29, 30, 44, 46], it can be lever-
aged by researchers and designers in multiple ways, from analysis 
to development and communication. First, it ofers a tool for anal-
ysis, which can help dissect and systematize current approaches, 
while identifying prevalent and underexplored practices. Second, it 
can serve as a catalyst for ideation—by manipulating the subcate-
gories of the design space, designers can envision novel balancing 
mechanics, tailoring them to unique player experiences. From a re-
search perspective, it can drive the design of studies that explore 
specifc permutations and their impact on player experience. Lastly, 
the design space provides a platform for efectively presenting new 
and past designs, fostering clearer discourse and knowledge 
exchange within the research and gaming community. 

The complexity of balancing mechanics can vary widely—more 
complex ones may pose a challenge when applying the design space 
(e.g., multiple stages of activation). Additionally, the granularity of 
what qualifes as a balancing mechanic warrants consideration. To 
give an example: does the rubberbanding in Mario Kart consist of 

6
The design space draws from existing implementations found in research and the 
gaming industry. While these references consist exclusively of competitive games, we 
believe the design space is also applicable to collaborative games. 

the asymmetric distribution of power-ups, or rather the specifc 
power-ups (e.g., Bullet Bill) given to players behind, that directly 
afects performance? In some cases, it might even be unclear if a 
mechanic is considered balancing. We advocate for researchers and 
practitioners to tailor their defnition and level of scrutiny based on 
a well-defned objective, and apply the design space accordingly. 

3.4 Limitations 
While the presented design space stems from a careful review of 
related research supported by examples from industry, it does 
not include a systematic search, collection, and review of publi-
cations/games. Its usefulness is also not validated comprehensively 
(e.g., testing with researchers and game designers). Intentionally, 
all (sub)categories encapsulate high-level concepts related to player 
balancing mechanics—further research is needed to formalize more 
specifc aspects of player balancing (similar to how Goll Rossau et al. 
[29] categorize action-level assistance through input manipulation). 
We do not claim the design space created to be fnal, but rather a 
next step in how we formalize player balancing. 

4 UNDERSTANDING THE EFFECTS OF 
TARGETING DIRECTION AND 
DEPENDENCY ON SKILL 

As a second step of this work, we aimed to operationalize our design 
space to explore specifc permutations and better understand their 
efects on player perceptions (e.g., fairness). Specifcally, we sought 
to gather nuanced perspectives about a selection of mechanics 
where we manipulated two subcategories captured by our design 
space: Targeting Direction and Effect Dependency on skill. 
This selection was supported by our expertise in the feld and past 
research [1, 2, 5, 14, 52] that distinguished these subcategories but 
did not focus on their efect on the player experience (e.g., Rogers 
et al. [52] discussing “boosts” and “handicaps” as diferent forms of 
balancing). We anticipated that varying these subcategories would 
impact player experience, given they dictate who is afected by the 
efect and how it relates to player skill. 

To achieve this, we developed a competitive racing game with 
seven in-game balancing mechanics [Figure 2; Table 1] that result 
from manipulating these subcategories into diferent combinations 
(while maintaining all other subcategories fxed). We then con-
ducted a user study with eight pairs, who played the developed 
game, experienced the seven balancing mechanics, and shared their 
perceptions through individual questionnaires and a group inter-
view. We relied on the design space to defne the study (e.g., select 
and isolate specifc variables) and to align our analysis and discus-
sion (e.g., identify and present how specifc variables afected the 
experience). We had the following research questions: 

• RQ1: How do players currently view and embrace (or not) 
player balancing mechanics in multiplayer games? 

• RQ2: What is the impact of Targeting Direction and Ef-
fect Dependency on skill in players’ perceptions of enjoy-
ment, fairness, and efectiveness in a competitive multiplayer 
experience? 
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Table 1: Details about the balancing mechanics, including their given name, Targeting Direction (TD) which can be Assisting 
low-performing players (A) or Hindering high-performing players (H), Effect Dependency on skill (DS) which can be Low 
(L) or High (H) dependency, and Description. 

Name TD DS Description 

Boost with invincibility A L For a few seconds, the targeted player gets a speed boost and a shield that allows them to ignore obstacles. Blue 
particles and the shield appear before activation. 

Boost without invincibility A H The targeted player gets a speed boost for a few seconds (the player still has to dodge obstacles). Blue particles 
appear behind the character before activation. 

Obstacle reduction A H For a few seconds, it removes a number of obstacles from the targeted player’s track (they disappear into a smoke 
cloud which stays visible for a couple of seconds). 

Obstacle addition H H For a few seconds, it adds a number of obstacles to the targeted player’s track (a beacon of light for each added 
obstacle indicates their position). 

Wall with tunnel H H It spawns a wall across the track that blocks visibility and makes it difcult for the player to pass (bound to pass 
through a narrow entrance). 

Timed gate H L It spawns a gate across the track that entirely blocks the passage, until a timer runs out (the player has to stop and 
wait until the trafc light turns green and the gate opens). 

Forced handbrake H L The targeted player gets a sudden decrease of speed they cannot avoid. Red particles appear behind the character 
when activated. 

Below, we provide details on the game prototype and the process 
behind its design, as well as the entire procedure followed in the 
user study. 

4.1 Game prototype 
The game is played on the computer and supports two-player local 
multiplayer (split screen). It is a racing game, where each player 
controls a penguin sitting on a foater going down an ice track and 
tries to reach the fnish line frst. 

Each player is on a separate track and cannot directly interact 
with each other. The tracks consist of multiple segments connected 
by either a 90-degree curve to the left, to the right, or a U-shaped 
one. The tracks from each player are exactly the same but mirrored 
(left turns for the frst player are right turns for the second). The 
tracks have various elements in between the starting and the fnish 
line, namely 1) curves, 2) obstacles, 3) ice patches, and 4) ramps. 

Players have to steer the foater to dodge various obstacles and 
turn on the curves. Each player starts the game with three hit points 
and when players hit an obstacle, they lose one hit point, lose some 
speed, and gain temporary invincibility. When they lose all their hit 
points, the foater immediately stops and the penguin is launched in 
the air—having to wait four seconds to reset the foater and return 
to the track. 

Players press assigned keys to steer the foater and slow down 
(brake). Players do not need to accelerate, as the speed is gained 
automatically until a maximum speed is reached. When hitting an 
obstacle, the foater loses speed. There are ice patches scattered on 
the track—if a player goes over one of them they gain a speed boost 
that momentarily breaks through the speed maximum. 

4.1.1 Balancing mechanics. The seven balancing mechanics are 
designed based on combinations of values for the two selected sub-
categories, Targeting Direction (assisting or hindering) and De-
pendency on skill (low or high dependency). These are described 
in Table 1. The game, at its core, promotes symmetric competition, 
but the balancing mechanics are only applicable to one player at 

all moments (either the low- or high-performing player). We de-
fned fxed values for the non-manipulated subcategories, ensuring 
they were viable to implement and equivalent across mechanics, in 
order to specifcally focus on diferences associated with the sub-
categories we explored. The fxed values for the non-manipulated 
subcategories were: 

• Determination of Existence, Activation, and Parametriza-
tion (all fully determined by the system). 

• Timing of Activation (during gameplay) and Duration 
(time-based). 

• Targeting Extent (individual). 
• Effect Intensity (intended to even up disparity) and Dy-
namism (static). 

• Feedback (visible to both players with visual/auditory feed-
back before and during the efect). 

• Information (individual Extent and current Period). 

Screenshots for every mechanic are presented in Figure 2 and 
clips are available7. 

4.1.2 Development. To develop our prototype, we extended an 
existing game, available online and open source8. We used exist-
ing free-to-use sound efects and models (and built some custom 
models). Most design decisions and changes to the existing game 
revolved around the design and fne-tuning of the balancing me-

chanics. The game prototype is made available online, with options 
to experience individually each balancing mechanic

9
. 

4.2 Participants. 
We mainly relied on word of mouth to reach our participants. We 
also disseminated an online call for participation through our re-
search institute. Our sample is constituted by 16 participants (14M, 
2F), aged 22-29 (M=23.75, SD=2.65), mostly university students, 

7
Balancing mechanics demonstration video. http://tinyurl.com/32ax7cx7 

8
Sled Racing 3D. https://sethmakesgames.itch.io/sled-racing-3d 

9
Game prototype. http://tinyurl.com/3pfv8ezv 

http://tinyurl.com/32ax7cx7
http://tinyurl.com/3pfv8ezv
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Figure 2: Screenshots demonstrating each balancing mechanic. A – Boost with invincibility; B – Boost without invincibility; C – 
Obstacle addition; D – Obstacle reduction; E – Wall with tunnel; F – Timed gate; G – Forced handbrake. 

with varying levels of gaming expertise [Table 2]. The participants 
enrolled in the study in pairs, having an established relationship 
before the study (all friends). We will refer to these participants by 
a letter to identify the pair and a number to distinguish between 
players of the same pair (e.g., D2). 

4.3 Study sessions. 
The sessions were conducted in a room within our university. At 
least two researchers were present in all sessions. One led the study, 
while the other/s took notes and observations. 

All pairs played a series of races, side-by-side on the same laptop 
(split-screen). In the frst one they raced with no balancing (base-
line). Subsequent races allowed participants to experience each 
balancing mechanic separately: frst in a short practice run (15 
seconds with no curves, where the mechanic would activate for 
both simultaneously), followed by a racing match (approximately 
2 minutes, where the mechanic would activate based on perfor-
mance). We also gave a short description of the mechanic before 
every practice run. All races had diferent pre-generated tracks (the 
same across pairs). The difculty of each track was carefully built 
to be equivalent and the exposure to the balancing mechanics was 
counterbalanced between sessions. 

After experiencing all balancing variants, participants were asked 
to fll a questionnaire individually (not allowed to see or discuss 
each others’ responses). Then, they took part in a group interview. 
In every session, we used a tablet to accompany the presentation 
of the study with slides and, after playing the game, to show clips 
of each mechanic, so players had a visual aid when talking about 
and comparing between mechanics. Each session lasted between 
1h and 1h30 (playing would last for approximately 30m). 

4.3.1 Qestionnaire. The questionnaire10 
administered to partic-

ipants had three sections: 1) demographics and gaming habits; 2) 
miniPXI [31]11, a validated scale to assess player experience, based 
on eleven items (each to assess a specifc construct e.g., Mastery), 
measured via 7-point Likert items; 3) player preferences, where 
participants rated each of the seven balancing mechanics in three 
aspects: i) how much they enjoyed the mechanic, ii) how efective 
in balancing performance it is, and iii) how fair it is. 

4.3.2 Group interview. All interviews were recorded and tran-
scribed. The script to conduct12 

the interview was divided into 
three sections. In the frst section, questions were centered on pre-
vious gaming experiences where participants were signifcantly 
outperforming or underperforming. The second section revolved 
around opinions on the concept of player balancing in competitive 
games and discussion of its use in existing games. The third section 
delved into their perceptions regarding the balancing existent in 
our game, each specifc mechanic and comparisons between them. 

4.4 Analysis 
Our analysis is centered on qualitative data collected through the 
group interviews supported by our quantitative data (miniPXI and 
mechanic ratings). To analyze qualitative data, we followed the 
method described as codebook thematic analysis—combining a 
structured coding procedure and refective interpretation [11, 12]. 
DB started by re-familiarizing with the data, generating initial codes 
and describing them in a shared document. This author reached a 
frst codebook from a subset of interviews and met with DG to dis-
cuss his interpretation of the data, refne, merge, and substantiate 
code defnitions. DB proceeded to code all the interviews, adding 
codes when needed, and, again, met with the team to discuss and 
agree on a fnal version of the codebook13. Our process includes 
a mix of inductive and deductive, semantic and latent coding. DG 
and DB (see positionality statement in section 3.1) worked together 
to identify common patterns and shared meaning across the data. 
They worked together on a document with an outline of themes, 
meeting to discuss their individual views and reach a common un-
derstanding. Finally, the whole team met to discuss this document, 
agreeing on a fnal outline of themes

14
. 

We did not conduct null-hypothesis statistical testing over the 
quantitative results, due to the small sample. These results do not 
serve as generalizable insights, but rather as an indication of par-
ticipants’ preferences, which we interpret and illustrate with the 
analysis over the qualitative data. 

4.5 Study limitations 
While all players experienced all balancing mechanics, the frst pair 
did not complete two matches due to an unexpected bug that was 

10
Questionnaire. http://tinyurl.com/ykcdk8ry 12

Interview script. http://tinyurl.com/3erxdjed 
11
As with any single-item scale, its validation reveals limited reliability to assess 13

Final codebook. http://tinyurl.com/3w7ujkya 
specifc constructs, but good enough to screen for overall player experience. 14

Themes outline. http://tinyurl.com/mtcufde7 

http://tinyurl.com/ykcdk8ry
http://tinyurl.com/3erxdjed
http://tinyurl.com/3w7ujkya
http://tinyurl.com/mtcufde7
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Table 2: Details about the participants, including identifer (ID), Age, Gender (Gd), gaming frequency in any platform 
(monthly/weekly/daily or almost), self-reported gaming expertise (experienced/very experienced), self-reported level of 
competitiveness when playing digital games (little/somewhat/very/extremely competitive), and pair relationship (friends who 
regularly/occasionally/do not play together). 

ID Age Gd Freq. Expertise Compet. ID Age Gd Freq. Expertise Compet. Relationship 

A1 22 M Weekly Experienced Little A2 22 M Weekly Very exp. Somewhat Friends (regularly) 

B1 22 F Weekly Experienced Somewhat B2 22 M Daily Very exp. Extremely Friends (occasionally) 

C1 29 M Daily Very exp. Extremely C2 28 M Weekly Very exp. Very Friends (do not) 

D1 26 F Monthly Experienced Very D2 28 M Daily Experienced Extremely Friends (do not) 

E1 22 M Daily Very exp. Little E2 22 M Daily Experienced Very Friends (regularly) 

F1 22 M Weekly Experienced Somewhat F2 22 M Weekly Very exp. Very Friends (regularly) 

G1 22 M Daily Very exp. Somewhat G2 22 M Daily Very exp. Somewhat Friends (do not) 

H1 23 M Weekly Experienced Very H2 26 M Daily Experienced Little Friends (do not) 

resolved for all other pairs. We included the results since they still 
gave insightful perspectives regarding both the non-afected and 
afected matches. 

The user guide for applying miniPXI “strongly promote[s]" [32] 
using a scoring from -3 to +3 with a neutral 0. By mistake, the 
questionnaire was presented to participants as a 7-point likert scale 
from 1 to 7 and reported as such. Since these results were only used 
to assess if the players had an overall positive experience—and not 
as comparison between mechanics or to derive implications—we 
believe they are still valuable to include. 

Not all players experienced the balancing mechanics as both 
low-performing and high-performing, as such their perspectives 
are biased by their side of the experience. However, we believe that 
by not forcing players to be necessarily exposed to both sides of 
the balancing, we ensure players have a (although biased) more 
accurate representation of what would happen in ecological valid 
settings where skill disparity forces most balancing to take place in 
one direction. 

We implemented seven mechanics, not out of the necessity to 
add variety or consider other variables at play, but to have me-

chanics that were directly comparable in terms of gameplay—e.g., 
handbrake vs boosts, obstacle reduction vs addition. This resulted 
in an imbalance between variations (only one mechanic for the as-
sisting/low permutation), but allowed us to elicit these comparisons 
in the interview. 

Our sample was solely comprised of young individuals between 
22 and 29 years old who regularly play games. Our recruiting eforts 
were purposefully aligned to gather a somewhat homogeneous 
sample and reduce the number of afecting variables in the study. 
Unintentionally, our sample is also skewed toward male players. 
Our results highlight implications that do not necessarily generalize 
across populations and contexts and further research is needed to 
comprehend how these factors afect players’ perspectives. 

Finally, we note that we did not focus on efectiveness of balanc-
ing, but rather considered self-perceived efectiveness as a measure 
of player preference. 

4.6 Findings 
We now present the results of our analysis. We start by providing 
a brief description of the gameplay experiences, centered on the 
game logs and results from the miniPXI questionnaire. We then 

present in detail the six themes resulting from our analysis, with 
representative quotes. 

Every mechanic was activated at least once across all racing 
matches (on average, 6 times per match), with 20 matches (36%) 
where it was activated only for one player. In most matches, players 
fnished close to each other (except for the aforementioned matches 
where a bug happened), averaging a diference of 5.2 seconds be-
tween them (SD=4.06)—maximum with wall with tunnel (M=14.0 
seconds, SD=17.76) and minimum with forced handbrake (M=2.0 
seconds, SD=2.29). 

Ratings resulting from the administration of miniPXI averaged 
M=5.86 (SD=1.35), which indicates a positive overall player experi-
ence. The components with the highest mean value were Clarity 
of Goals (M=6.88, SD=0.34) and Ease of control (M=6.63, SD=0.72), 
while the one with the lowest mean value was Mastery (M=4.81, 
SD=1.80). 

We calculated mean values for the ratings of enjoyment, efec-
tiveness, and fairness given to each mechanic. Note these values 
only serve to complement qualitative data. In terms of enjoyment, 
obstacle reduction (M=4.19, SD=1.22) and the boost with invincibil-
ity (M=4.19, SD=0.98) had the highest mean value, while the boost 
without invincibility (M=2.69, SD=1.45) had the lowest. In terms of 
efectiveness, the boost with invincibility (M=4.25, SD=0.77) had the 
highest mean value, while the boost without invincibility (M=2.63, 
SD=1.2) had the lowest. In terms of fairness, obstacle reduction 
(M=4.06, SD=1.06) had the highest mean value, while the forced 
handbrake (M=2.56, SD=1.46) had the lowest. A summary of enjoy-
ment, efectiveness, and fairness ratings are presented in Table 3. 
Quantitative results (miniPXI and ratings) are available in full15. 

4.6.1 Experiences of skill disparity. Participants recounted past 
experiences of skill disparity when gaming, often under a negative 
tone. Some (B2, D1, D2, H1, H2) described the lack of motivation 
to improve and to play seriously when unchallenged by their 
opponents. Others (A2, B1, G1, H2) highlighted the frustration in 
having lower-performing players as their teammates, resulting 
in anticipated failure and waste of time. As low-performing players, 
participants also mentioned feeling unproductive, impotent, and 
not like actually playing: “I’m just there flling a slot" (F2). 

15
Questionnaire responses. http://tinyurl.com/3r2v22ss 
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Table 3: Average (and standard deviation) for ratings of enjoyment, efectiveness, and fairness for each balancing mechanic. 

Measure Boost w/ Inv. Boost w/o Inv. Obst. reduction Obst. addition Wall w/ tunnel Timed gate Forced brake 

Enjoyment 4.19 (0.98) 2.69 (1.45) 4.19 (1.22) 3.88 (1.41) 3.56 (1.09) 3.50 (1.63) 2.88 (1.50) 

Efectiveness 4.25 (0.77) 2.63 (1.2) 4.13 (1.31) 4.25 (0.77) 3.81 (0.91) 3.94 (1.39) 3.75 (1.06) 

Fairness 3.69 (1.25) 3.13 (1.5) 4.06 (1.06) 3.75 (1.13) 3.44 (1.31) 3.00 (1.55) 2.56 (1.46) 

Some (A1, A2, B1, H1, H2) explained that negative emotions 
typically arise due to toxic attitudes: “If [the person] is like, just 
showing of, it’s a bit unpleasant” (A2). When playing among friends 
and family, some participants adopt an unconcerned mindset 
and disregard the outcome: “It is more tolerable [with friends]. I 
would say there is also a frustration, a bit hidden” (G2). Others, when 
outperforming would adjust their performance and start to play 
“soft" (E1), and “toy around" (E2). Yet, low-performing players may 
not appreciate this attitude: “I hate it when he [her friend] lets me 
win. I hate it, I freak out" (B2). Situations like these may lead to 
players giving up on playing a game or on playing with friends 
and family: “The children I babysit are much better than me, so they 
exclude me from the game, they [say] it becomes boring” (D2). 

Beyond these, participants (B1, B2, C2, D1, G2, H1, H2) also high-
lighted positive factors such as the drive to improve themselves 
and learn from others as a lower-performing player: “It gives 
me motivation to try to understand how the person is playing, to 
try to adapt my way of playing and try to win” (C2). Additionally, 
participants (C2, E1, F1, H2) mentioned positive experiences when 
facilitating the entry and enjoyment of someone who has less 
expertise with a game. 

4.6.2 Acceptance of balancing dependent on context. Participants 
(A1, B2, E1) highlighted how matchmaking is the typical form of 
balancing encountered in commercial titles, which is seen favor-
ably by most. There were split opinions regarding the application 
of balancing during the gameplay. For some participants (A2, E1, 
F1, F2, G1), in-game balancing is acceptable in casual contexts 
(where the competitive aspect is reduced), and when the priority 
is social: “Racing games of this style, which we play with friends, I 
think there’s not [a problem], nobody takes it too seriously. [...] In 
a more competitive, like [Counter Strike] or Siege, people would get 
more upset" (F2). B1 detailed that she would embrace balancing 
in a context where the disparity between players is actually 
signifcant: “I think it’s fair if there is a huge discrepancy between 
the two players. [...] I have less experience in games than [B2], but I’m 
not a 10 year old child who doesn’t know how to use the keyboard, I 
don’t think it’s necessary”. 

Some participants (C1 and B2) were not accepting of in-game 
balancing at all, explaining that it may devalue competition. C1 
(who only considers matchmaking as a valid balancing mechanism) 
explains that, by applying balancing, a game might even lose its 
competitive nature: “I don’t consider Mario Kart competitive, because 
it changes the rules of the game amid. It rewards people who are 
behind, and handicaps are given to people who are ahead. [...] To 
be competitive, the game has to be equal for both”. A1 highlighted 
the fact that balancing may devalue practice, as assisted players 
might not get motivated to improve their skills: “The person wouldn’t 
really want to learn to play better”. Additionally, participants (D2, 
E1, G2) highlighted that, with balancing, the victory would feel less 

deserved and devalue achievement: “Eventually I’m going to win 
just because he’s dealing with twenty thousand obstacles” (G2). 

4.6.3 Targeting Direction: The trade-ofs of assisting versus hinder-
ing. In participants’ answers there was no indication of preference 
for assisting or hindering mechanics. However, some participants 
(C1, E1, F1, F2, G2) were vocal about their perceived unfairness of 
hindering mechanics. These participants justifed their perspective 
by highlighting that it was “counter-intuitive" (G2) and “unfair" 
(E1) to penalize a good performance. Some argued that it afects 
negatively the experience of high-performing players: “I think that 
bufs to someone who is behind is preferable to de-bufs. [...] [De-bufs] 
are annoying for the player in front" (F1). Such negative reaction 
may come from the fact that players do not feel rewarded when 
performing well, and instead feel punished: “Those who have skill 
do not feel that they should be better, because they will end up having 
some kind of handicap" (C1). 

Other perspectives (B1, B2, C2, G1, G2) leaned to a preference 
toward hindering mechanics. Participants argued that the balancing 
should center on upping the difculty level for high-performing 
players. Taking the perspective of a low-performing player, B2 
highlighted that he would feel bad if he knew he was playing 
on “easy mode". As the assisted player, B1 also expressed their 
discontent with the changes applied by the balancing to her in-
dividual gameplay, as she was trying to focus and improve her 
performance: “I preferred not to be touched [laughs]". From the per-
spective of high-performing players, hindering can also be seen 
positively, as it avoids high-performing players from getting 
bored: “[Hindering] is even more fun, because I felt a little more 
adrenaline, like he’s right there following me” (G2). 

4.6.4 Dependency on skill: Balancing as a tool instead of direct 
efect. Most participants (except B1 and E2 who were neutral) ex-
pressed their preference toward skill dependent mechanics in the 
interview. This was especially justifed for hindering mechanics 
that, according to some, should provide additional challenges but 
still provide the opportunity to deal with them (either mitigate 
their negative efect or completely avoid it): “I don’t like this type 
of balancing [talking about the timed gate], because you’re blocking 
the person and they cannot get out of there, regardless of the skill she 
has” (C2). 

The forced handbrake had low ratings in terms of enjoyment 
(M=2.88, SD=1.50) and fairness (M=2.56, SD=1.46). In the interview, 
almost all participants (except for C2, E2, F1, and F2) talked nega-
tively about the forced handbrake, describing it as “irritating" (C1), 
"frustrating" (B1), and "nonsensical" (F2). As its efect directly afects 
performance, participants felt it was more punishing: “One thing 
is making my life difcult so he can catch me, another thing is you 
slowing me down, because he’s not doing well” (F2). 
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The same was highlighted for the timed gate. Participants ex-
plained that, in comparison with the handbrake, the gate did not 
“take away control" (D2) as much from the player and actually added 
something that players have to deal with: “It adds the factor that 
we need to brake, and not just dodge" (A1). Some also recognized it 
ends up involving some skill as players can gain some milliseconds 
by timing it right: “You have to be as close as possible to the gate and 
start accelerating as soon as it turns green" (A2). 

Similarly, participants argued that assisting mechanics are fairer 
when, instead of a direct efect in low-performing players’ perfor-
mance, provide an opportunity for them to catch up, depending 
on how well they leverage the beneft: “If the player has to grasp 
how to use the advantages, I think it ends up being fair, as they 
have an easier time, but they also have to learn to deal with it” (A1). 
Participants gave examples in commercial titles, where exclusive 
benefts are given to those who are behind that do not directly 
afect performance (e.g., balancing kill rewards in Counter Strike). 

The sense of control surfaced as an important factor, especially 
when participants were explaining why they did not enjoy the boost 
without invincibility, which had low ratings in terms of enjoyment 
(M=2.69, SD=1.45), and efectiveness (M=2.63, SD=1.20). Given the 
risk associated with its efect (gaining speed made avoiding ob-
stacles more difcult), most participants (except D2, F1, and F2) 
felt that it did not assist performance: “It didn’t help me much. I 
guess. Because I got the boost, I hit a tree. [laughs] [...] So I think 
when I was helped by the game, it often felt like it was a double-edged 
sword” (B1). The lack of control in the Activation of this mechanic 
was determinant, with participants disliking the fact that it was 
triggered irrespective of their will: “If I have a tree in front of me, 
and I get the boost at that moment and I don’t have time to dodge, it 
even gives me a disadvantage” (A2). 

Its skill-independent equivalent (boost with invincibility) had 
high ratings in terms of enjoyment (M=4.19, SD=0.98) and efec-
tiveness (M=4.25, SD=0.77). While its efect is not dependent on 
player’s skill, participants recognized that it succeeded in open-
ing the way for a comeback while not guaranteeing it: “I got the 
boost, but that didn’t mean I would get ahead of him" (A2). Some 
participants (A1, B1, B2, C2, H1, H2) also recognized it still had 
some skill involved, as it was difcult to get back again on dodging 
obstacles, after its efect. Still, some (A2, G1) argued that it was not 
the most fair mechanic, as it temporarily takes the challenge away: 
“The shielded one is a cheat” (G1). 

In terms of efectiveness, some participants (D1, D2, E2, and F1) 
recognized that, given the balancing efect of skill-independent 
mechanics did not depend on anyone’s actions, it did a better job in 
actually balancing performances: “The gate is more efective, right, 
because you’re at a standstill and there’s no way to escape” (D2). 

4.6.5 Naturalness, prominence, and transparency. Some participants 
(B1, B2, C1, C2) pointed out how the obstacle addition and removal 
felt more integral to the game, blending with the overall game-

play: “It feels like a core mechanic of the game" (B2). C2 echoed 
this perception, expressing how obstacle manipulation did not give 
a sense of “acquiring an upgrade" but instead focused on subtly 
manipulating difculty: “We end up just dodging more obstacles". 
Conversely, there was some concern with mechanics that felt overly 
obvious in their attempt to level the playing feld (e.g., timed gate), 

leading to a sense of interference in the gameplay: “It becomes 
too blatant that you are trying to balance the game, and you are 
balancing by stopping the other player” (C2). As many emphasized 
(A1, A2, C1, C2, D2, G1, G2, H1, H2), Intensity of the efect can be 
key so balancing does not feel extreme and afect engagement: "I 
think all [the mechanics] are too extreme in terms of the balancing. 
All of them. I think it should be more subtle things" (G1). This factor 
was shown to be relevant in participants’ acceptance of balancing: 
“[When asked if in-game balancing could be envisioned in an esports 
context] Maybe if they’re not as intense or as visible" (A2). 

Amidst these discussions, some participants started discussing 
to what extent should the balancing efect be noticeable. While this 
was not the focus of our study and questions, we had contradict-
ing perspectives about Visibility. G1 was of the opinion that 
balancing should be imperceptible, allowing players to fully engage 
without being explicitly aware of the adjustments taking place: “I 
think it should be subtle enough for no one to notice" (G1). According 
to this participant, the competitive dynamic that emerges when 
aware of the balancing may feel strange: “If you’re aware there’s a 
balance, it’ll go like ’Damn, I’m ahead and he’s already getting the 
damn boost!’, and the other is like: ’Shush, just let me pass’" (G1). 
Others (D2 and G2) underscored the importance of players having 
a clear understanding of how balancing mechanics operate: “The 
players should be aware of it. Hiding it from players, I think that’s 
bad" (D2). Some explained that, by ensuring full transparency, play-
ers are able to adapt to the balancing and have a more informed 
approach to gameplay. G2 illustrated his view with an example 
occurred during the study: “I knew that, if I stayed behind, I wouldn’t 
be targeted by the brake. I slowed down a bit and ended up winning 
in the end. It was part of my strategy" (G2). Similarly, while playing, 
A1 joked: “The trick is to stay behind! [laughs]". 

4.6.6 Fine-tuning and dynamic application of balancing. Partici-
pants highlighted that the Effect Intensity of certain mechanics 
was not adequate at all times. B2, for example, mentioned that hin-
dering mechanics were usually not enough for B1 to “get ahead". 
Some (A1, A2, C1, E1, F1, F2, H2) felt that obstacle addition would 
add too many obstacles: “It seemed that instead of being hard mode, 
it was extreme [laughs]" (H2). The opposite was highlighted (A1, A2, 
E1) for obstacle reduction: “It took everything out of my way, which 
also took a bit of the fun” (D1). Participants suggested that the efect 
of such mechanics should have been dynamic instead of static: 
“I think it may also depend on how far apart players are” (A1). 

Dynamism was also envisioned in the integration and application 
of the diferent balancing mechanics: “If I was very distant or some-
thing like that, I think it would be cool [to apply the handbrake]. But 
if the distance was too small, I would prefer a more coherent balance, 
not so abrupt" (H2). Participants also emphasized how fne-tuning 
of Timing aspects can have a signifcant impact on how players 
perceive the mechanic. For instance, D1 and G2 mentioned that 
balancing becomes less acceptable and increases the sense of unfair-
ness when applied at the last moments of competition. Similarly, 
G2 pointed out that Intensity and Timing must be adjusted so 
the efect alone does not guarantee that the low-performing player 
overtakes: “Depending on the other player’s position, you can’t brake 
so much if the opponent is close, otherwise that simply means that 
he’s guaranteed to overtake, and I don’t think that makes sense” (G2). 
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5 DISCUSSION 
Perspectives regarding in-game balancing may be contradictory 
and depend on factors including context (e.g., playing with known 
others or strangers), the type of game being played (e.g., playing 
Mario Kart or Counter Strike), and specifcities of the balancing 
approach (e.g., Dependency on skill). In this section, we discuss 
common trends found in our study and relate them with prior work. 
We start by discussing balancing under the light of three central 
topics: 1) merit, 2) player agency, and 3) obtrusiveness. We conclude 
by enumerating design implications, organized according to our 
design space. 

5.1 Merit: deserving of a comeback 
Competitive gaming often pits players against one another in an 
environment that rewards skill and dedication. As such, the imple-

mentation of certain balancing mechanics raised concerns that the 
core value of competition was not preserved. For some, this per-
spective did not vary depending on specifc implementations, but 
rather encapsulated their general view toward balancing in gam-

ing. When the outcome is determined by assistance detached from 
players’ performance, it can lead to a disconnect between efort 
and reward. Consequently, players (both low- and high-performing 
players) may experience unfulfllment and a lack of motivation to 
invest time and efort in improving their skills. In our study, this 
was accentuated by the preference for skill-dependent mechan-

ics (expressed by almost all participants in the interview), which 
increase the possibility of a comeback without guaranteeing vic-
tory outright. This is in line with previous work[1, 52], which also 
calls to the attention the potential negative efect of nullifying the 
contribution of skill to match outcome. 

For assisting mechanics, participants pictured an ideal scenario 
where a player could receive an advantage in relation to other 
players, while still putting their skills to the test—accordingly, 
the obstacle reduction was considered to be the most enjoyable and 
fairer mechanic. Participants mentioned that balancing mechanics 
themselves may need to be learned and efciently used to have a 
benefting efect. Yet, skill-dependent assistance needs to be care-
fully crafted, given the negative perspectives and low ratings of 
enjoyment, efectiveness, and fairness given to the boost without in-
vincibility. The additional difculty stemming from having to dodge 
obstacles at an higher speed made participants feel the mechanic 
was not assisting but rather hindering their performance. Partici-
pants’ perspectives suggest that the efect of assisting mechanics, 
while preferably dependent on skill, should not heighten 
the skill required from the gameplay or potentially harm 
performance. 

In contrast, the boost with invincibility was rated as one of the 
most enjoyed mechanics, even though it is skill-independent. This 
approach, as recognized by the participants, ofered a window of 
opportunity for the low-performing player, yet placing the onus on 
their subsequent performance to capitalize on the temporary ad-
vantage. This suggests that skill-independent assisting can still be 
positively received, if the mechanic empowers players temporar-

ily, without diminishing the value of their achievements. 
Fine-tuning aspects of Timing and Effect Intensity (explored in 
past work [14]) may be essential to achieve this balance. 

For hindering mechanics, participants argued that additional 
challenges should be presented with opportunities for afected play-
ers to conquer them and merit their victories. The advice here is 
to avoid the feeling that profcient players are being penal-
ized for their skill, but rather rewarded with more demand-

ing challenges. We can even envision hindering mechanics that 
present additional challenges, accompanied by additional rewards, 
such as unlockable content or in-game achievements. 

The way players attribute their successes and failures plays a 
role in their perception of merit. Past work [20, 28] highlights that, 
when player balancing exists, players might start attributing per-
formance to a source outside their control rather than their own 
skills. Attribution biases exist, where, for instance, players usually 
take credit for their successes, but attribute failures externally [20]. 
Understanding how attribution is shaped by specifc design deci-
sions and contexts, taking into account potential biases, should be 
a concern of future research. 

Finally, even though skill-dependent mechanics were preferred 
to preserve a sense of merit, participants recognized a limitation— 
the more their efect becomes dependent on players’ skill, the less 
efective they may turn out. There is a delicate balance between 
ensuring a balanced environment, while simultaneously fos-
tering a sense of merit associated with victory. 

5.2 Agency: retaining player control 
The activation of all mechanics was triggered automatically (based 
on player’s distance). For certain mechanics—in particular, the 
boosts and forced handbrake—, this aspect was deemed as a negative 
factor. Participants expressed dissatisfaction with the way these 
mechanics directly manipulated their speed without their con-
sent. This made participants feel like the system was taking the 
control away from them, which was seen under a negative light. 
This was especially aggravated for the boost without invincibility 
as, in many cases, it would activate when participants did not want 
it (in turn, they wished to have a strategic decision by activating 
it themselves). Rogers et al. [52] have found that user-triggered 
balancing (e.g., pushing a button) is preferred to system-triggered, 
even when its efect is not dependent on skill (e.g., direct score ma-

nipulation). Player control has been identifed as a relevant aspect 
for balancing by other works as well [1, 36], but particularly for 
high-performing players [1]. In our results, we found that player 
control was relevant for both low- and high-performing play-
ers, when targeted by the balancing mechanic. 

It is possible that other mechanics did not elicit this negative 
perspective from players, as they altered something in the envi-
ronment (e.g., adding obstacles) but did not alter player control. 
Participants’ comparisons between the forced handbrake and the 
timed gate illustrate this possibility. While these mechanisms hinder 
performance in an equivalent manner (players are forced to stop or 
slow down for some seconds), they yielded difering perceptions of 
agency. Forced handbrake, which takes speed away abruptly, results 
in a diminished sense of agency. Conversely, the timed gate, where 
players themselves have to brake (or choose to not brake and col-
lide with the gate), allowed players to retain their sense of agency 
despite the imposed constraint. This diferentiation underscores 
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the importance of carefully considering the balancing impact on 
player agency. 

As past work highlights [36], afording players the option to 
choose if and how they want to engage with balancing mechanisms 
adds a layer of agency in itself. When provided that option, players 
themselves can evaluate if the context is appropriate (e.g., playing 
with close friends, co-located). Also, if able to customize the efect 
(e.g., its Duration), players can fne-tune the balancing to the 
intended experience. Yet, Baldwin et al. [1] point out that players 
might feel socially embarrassed when admitting the need for player 
balancing, and may prefer the system to decide automatically if it 
should be enabled or not. 

Several participants expressed a positive outlook on some skill 
disparity experiences, where they found opportunities to learn from 
high-performing players and teach less experienced friends and 
family. To enhance this learning process, games could implement 
features that facilitate the acquisition of skills and strate-
gies from others. By empowering players to highlight exemplary 
moves or strategies, the potential for mutual learning is augmented, 
and the players can take an active role in shaping the learning 
curve. Having high-performing players equipped with such tools 
and possibly enabling assisting features (before or during game-

play) to ease the learning process further reinforces player agency 
and social engagement. 

A negative emotion prominent in participants’ past experiences 
as low-performing players is feeling impotent and useless, merely 
“flling a slot". This feeling and the sensation of being a passive 
participant may be exacerbated by mechanics that decrease player 
agency, such as directly manipulating input, simplifying challenges, 
or bypassing obstacles. To preserve a sense of agency, balancing 
mechanisms should be carefully designed to facilitate player-
determined balance and skill acquisition. 

5.3 Obtrusiveness: integrated into the gameplay 
Prior research [3, 20, 28, 35, 36] has explored Visibility, centered on 
comparing the experience when players are aware of the balancing 
and when they are not. A few participants discussed this aspect, 
with one mentioning he would prefer to be unaware, as balancing 
can create a strange dynamic between players, where the balancing 
disrupts the fow of competition. Others highlighted that they 
would not like the game to have balancing mechanics they are 
not aware of, which is in line with past work that recommends 
transparency [20, 36]. 

Regardless of these opposing perspectives, most mechanics were 
considered to be too obtrusive (not integrated in the core gameplay) 
and/or excessive (the efect was exaggerated). The exception were 
obstacle addition and reduction which felt “natural" to some. While 
Visibility and awareness were mostly explored before as a binary 
perception (i.e. players either know or not that balancing is being 
applied), future research should acknowledge it as a spectrum to 
better understand their efect on player experience. The emphasis 
shifts from whether players are aware of the existence of these 
mechanics to whether they are sufciently visible to overtly 
afect the core gameplay. 

The way the implementation is fne-tuned (e.g., in terms of Ef-
fect Intensity and Timing) is pivotal in shaping perceptions of 

balancing obtrusiveness. As highlighted by participants, subtle ad-
justments that gradually infuence the gameplay as the match un-
folds can create a more cohesive experience. Dynamic balancing 
might help in achieving subtle balancing—participants sug-
gested that Intensity (e.g., speed increase) and the use of difer-
ent balancing approaches (e.g., using the wall with the tunnel or 
the handbrake) may vary depending on how close players’ per-
formances are. Abrupt interventions when players are in close 
proximity can be glaring and disrupt the fow of competition, as 
such dynamism can be an important asset. Aspects other than 
implementation might also be relevant to ensure non-obtrusive 
balancing (e.g., thematic integration). 

For some, contention surrounding player balancing stems from 
concerns that mid-game rule alterations disrupt the integrity of the 
competition. However, if the balancing is transparent and embed-

ded as a natural extension of the gameplay, players may perceive it 
as an intrinsic part of the game, and adapt their gameplay accord-
ingly. Yet, it is important to recognize that full transparency may 
lead to strategic exploitation, as players may leverage balancing 
deliberately to their advantage (e.g., staying behind to avoid the op-
ponent getting assistance). While this can enhance strategic depth, 
it can also mitigate the balancing efect. 

These distinctions and the sense of integration expressed by 
participants might have been overemphasized in this specifc con-
text, given that they frst tried the game with no balancing and the 
mechanics were conveyed as modular additions. In an ecological 
valid environment, players could have become accustomed to the 
mechanics and perceive them organically embedded within the 
game. Still, future designs should strive to present balancing as a 
dynamic feature that defnes the game, instead of a post hoc 
adjustment. This reframing encourages players to view the inter-
play of mechanics and competition as an inseparable whole rather 
than disparate elements. 

5.4 Implications for the design of player 
balancing mechanics 

Our results revealed implications for the design space of player 
balancing mechanics. We focus on implications found for the sub-
categories we manipulated, Targeting Direction and Effect 
Dependency on skill (RQ2), but also present indications given 
for the remaining subcategories (which, note, are not empirically 
supported in our study by direct comparison between mechanics). 

5.4.1 Targeting Direction. 

• Assisting mechanics might make low-performing players 
feel like their experience is being diminished. Mechanics that 
take away or substitute challenges (e.g., removing obstacles) 
may be especially aggravating of this perception. 

• Hindering mechanics might make players feel like the game 
is penalizing good performance. Mechanics can be reframed 
as ofering new challenges (and possibly rewards) to engage 
high-performing players. 

5.4.2 Effect Dependency on skill. 

• Dependency on skill is preferred for preserving a sense of 
achievement and merit. 
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• The efectiveness of assisting mechanics can (and, for some 
players and contexts should) depend on player skill, but 
should not increase the skill required or potentially have a 
detrimental efect in performance. 

• Skill-independent mechanics can still be appropriate, when 
providing a temporary and subtle adjustment that potentiate 
a comeback but does not guarantee it. 

5.4.3 Other indications. 

• Activation triggered by human action may enhance the 
sense of agency, as players can strategically time when they 
want the balancing to activate. This might be especially rele-
vant when player control is directly manipulated. 

• Activation in the fnal moments of a match might increase 
the sense of outcome detached from player performance, and 
induce sentiments of unfairness. The same can happen if ac-
tivated when players are close to each other in performance. 

• The type and Intensity of the efect must be carefully ad-
justed to avoid the perception of obtrusiveness within the 
gameplay—the employment of a dynamic Effect (e.g., pro-
portional to the performance disparity) is recommended. 

• Feedback should be balanced, as a prominent and/or per-
sistent visible efect may break engagement and lead to a 
strange dynamic between players (where they are overly 
conscious of the efect on performance and match outcome). 

5.5 Limitations of scope & Outlook 
We note that our observations are based on the manipulation of 
two design dimensions (with all other dimensions fxed to a chosen 
value), with subjacent choices regarding game genre, aesthetics, 
among others—our observations might not generalize to every 
context and type of game. We focused on a competitive racing 
game, aligned with past work that has a similar focus [14]. Also, 
our results relate to two-player (head-to-head) competition, which 
is not necessarily the type of competition found in racing games. 
The study itself was focused on the specifc context of co-located 
casual shared play between friends. Covering all possible design 
permutations and contexts would be impossible in one work and 
further research is needed to understand the efects of diferent 
balancing approaches. In particular, future work should address 
balancing in collaborative scenarios and within teams, which 
is shown to also be an issue in our study. 

Participants were aware the goal of the study was to study balanc-
ing mechanics. However, many competitive games have embedded 
balancing mechanics that players do not necessarily construed as a 
balancing mechanic but rather as the game is. We believe we can 
provide insights into how players perceive balancing mechanics 
once they are aware, but not necessarily how they react to them 
when faced in an unprompted environment as it would be in frst 
play sessions with a new game. We used a game with low skill vari-
ation, which does not correspond to the type of game that would 
most need balancing. It is important that future research on balanc-
ing takes these aspects into account and strive to conduct studies 
in ecologically valid settings. Further, although the design space 
is used as a tool fundamental to design, conduct, and report our 
study, we acknowledge its usefulness still needs to be validated. 

6 CONCLUSION 
In this work, we frst present a design space grounded in related re-
search and examples from the industry, with potential applications 
in analysis, ideation, study design, and clearer discourse. In partic-
ular, the design space enables future research to 1) explore specifc 
design variables while controlling covariates and 2) center and/or 
organize their analyses and refections on specifc subcategories 
e.g., design implications organized by subcategory. 

We then present the results of a mixed-methods study focused on 
exploring how Targeting Direction and Effect Dependency on 
skill (two subcategories of our design space) afect self-perceived 
enjoyment, fairness, and balancing efectiveness. Our observations 
emphasize that player balancing is not accepted/enjoyed by every-
one and/or in every circumstance (RQ1). Participants favored these 
mechanics in specifc contexts (e.g., casual gaming, teaching a game 
to a newcomer), and highlighted factors that facilitated engagement 
(RQ1), namely 1) sense of merit, 2) sense of agency, and 3) natural 
integration in the game. 

We discuss how the manipulated subcategories shaped these 
perceptions (RQ2)—for instance, how 1) some hindering mechanics 
were perceived as penalizing good performance and considered un-
fair, 2) mechanics that depend on skill were preferred for preserving 
a sense of merit and fairness, but considered less efective. 

This work constitutes one more step in how we formalize player 
balancing and contributes with a better understanding on what 
makes players accept and enjoy these mechanics in games. Further 
research (e.g., addressing other design variables and other contexts) 
is needed toward more inclusive multiplayer gaming where skill 
disparity is considered and embraced by design. 
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